A Guide to Greek Accents
I. Basic Terminology
1. There are three accent marks in Greek: acute ( )v , circumflex ( '), and grave ( ;).

2. The last three syllables of a Greek word are called: ultima, penult, and antepenult.
3. A syllable is either long or short, depending on the vowel in the syllable.

* long vowels: h, w, and diphthongs (except final ai and oi -- they are considered
short for accent purpose)
* short vowels: e and o
* variable vowels: a, i, and u (they can be either long or short)

4. A word with three or more syllables is polysyllabic; a disyllabic word has two
syllables; and a word with only one syllable is monosyllabic.
5. You might also encounter these terms:

*
*
*
*
*
*

oxytone = a word which has an acute on the ultima, e.g., qeovß.
paroxytone = a word which has an acute on the penult, e.g., lovgoß.
proparoxytone = a word which has an acute on the antepenult, e.g., kuvrioß.
perispomenon = a word which has an circumflex on the ultima, e.g., qeou'.
properispomenon = a word which has an circumflex on the penult, e.g., dou'loß.
barytone = a word whose ultima is unaccented, e.g., lovgoß.

II. The Accent Rules
1. Only the last three syllables of a Greek word may be accented.
(This is also known as The Antepenult Rule: A Greek accent cannot fall further from the
end of the word than the antepenult.)
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2. The acute may fall on all three syllables, the circumflex may fall on ultima and penult,
and the grave may fall on ultima only.
(aka The Maximum Accent Sustention Rule: The acute can sustain three syllables, the
circumflex can sustain two syllables, and the grave can sustain only one syllable.)
3. The Circumflex Rule: The circumflex can stand over long syllables only, while both
the acute and grave can stand over either a long or a short syllable.
4. The Grave Rule: When a word has the acute on the ultima, the acute becomes grave
when the word is followed by another word (i.e., when it is not the last word of a clause
or sentence). Think of the grave accent as a substitute for the final acute. Ex. qeovß is
the lexical form, but qeo;ß h\n oJ lovgoß (John 1:1).
This rule does not apply if that next word is an enclitic (see below) or the interrogative
pronoun tivß.
5. The Ultima Rule: Depending on whether the ultima is long or short,
(a) If the ultima is short, any one of the last three syllables can receive an accent. If the
accent falls on the antepenult, it must be acute (rule #1). If the accent falls on the
penult, it must be circumflex if the penult is long, and acute if short. If the accent falls on
the ultima, it is acute or grave (rule #4).
(b) If the ultima is long, only the last two syllables can receive an accent. If the accent
falls on the penult, it must be acute. If the accent falls on the ultima, it can be any
accent.
Examples:
If Antepenult is
accented
If Ultima is short

kuvrioß

If Penult is
accented
If Penult is long

If Ultima is
accented

dou'loß

qeovß
qeo;ß h\n oJ lovgoß.

If Penult is short

lovgoß
If Ultima is long

No Accent Possible douvlou
(cf. kurivou)
lovgou

grafhv
grafh; levgei.
grafh'ß

6. The Noun Accent Rule: Noun accents are persistent -- the accents try to stay on the
same syllable as the lexical form.
Example: see Paradigm of lovgoß.
Additional rules regarding noun accents:

* In the genitive and dative, if the ultima is accented, it must be a circumflex, e.g.,
qeou'.
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* First declension genitive plural nouns always have a circumflex on the ultima,
regardless of where the accent is in the lexical form, e.g., glwssaw'n. (This rule

applies only to nouns, not adjectives or pronouns.)
* The vowel length of alpha:
- The alpha in the ultima of the neuter plural nominative/accusative is always short,
e.g., dw'ra.
- The alpha in the ultima of all first declension plural accusative is always long,
e.g., glwvssaß.
- The alpha in the ultima of first declension singular accusative corresponds to its
singular nominative, e.g., glw'ssan.
7. The Verb Accent Rule: Verb accents are recessive -- the accents try to move away
from the ultima as far as possible.
Example: see PAI paradigm of luvw. Note that for the singular forms (luvw, luveiß, luvei),
the accent is on the penult, but for the plural forms (luvomen, luvete, luvousi), the accent
recedes back to the antepenult.
Additional rules regarding verb accents:

* The accent does not precede the augment in a compound verb, e.g. ajnevbhn (not
a[nebhn), from ajnabaivnw.
* The accent of the second aorist infinitive is not recessive, but in the active is
placed on the ultima, and in the middle on the penult.

III. Accents Regarding Contraction, Crasis and Elision
1. If either of the syllables to be contracted had an accent, the contracted syllable has
an accent:

* A contracted antepenult has the acute, e.g., filouvmenoß.
* A contracted penult has the circumflex when the ultima is short, e.g., filou'men;
the acute, when the ultima is long, e.g., filouvntwn.
* A contracted ultima has the circumflex, e.g., filw'.
2. In crasis, the first word (as less important) loses its accent, e.g., kajgwv (= kaiv

+ ejgwv).

3. In elision, oxytone prepositions and conjunctions lose their accent, e.g., diÅ ejmou' (Jn
14:6).

IV. Accents Regarding Enclitics and Proclitics
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Normally, each Greek word has one accent mark. However, there are certain words that
lose their accent. If a word loses its accent to the preceding word (i.e., it is pronounced
as part of the preceding word), it is an enclitic. If a word loses its accent to the following
word, it is a proclitic.
Some common enclitics:
* Indefinite pronoun tiß (all forms)
* Personal pronouns mou and sou (all oblique case forms)
* Present indicative of eijmi (all forms except ei\)
* Indefinite adverbs pote, pou, etc.
* Particles ge, te, etc.
Some common prolitics:
* The article oJ, hJ, oiJ, aiJ (all the "vowel" forms)
* Prepositions eijß, ejk (ejx), ejn
* Conjunctions eij, wJß
* Negative particle ouj (oujk, oujc)
Proclitics give rise to no special rules of accent; they simply have no accent and
produce no changes in the accenting of preceding or following words. The enclitics give
rise to the following rules:
A. The word before the enclitic:
1. It does not change an acute to grave on the ultima. Ex. pathvr mou (Jn 6:32, not
path;r mou).
2. If it has an acute on the antepenult, or a cicumflex on the penult, it takes an
additional acute on the ultima. Ex. ai|mav mou (Jn 6:55); ojnovmativ mou (Jn 14:13).
3. If it is itself a proclitic or an enclitic, it has an acute on the ultima. Ex. savrx mouv
ejstin (Jn 6:51).
B. The enclitic:
1. It retains its accent if it begins or ends a clause. Ex. e~stin gegrammevnon (Jn 6:45).
2. If the preceding word has an acute on the penult, a dissyllabic enclitic retains its
accent (to avoid three successive unaccented syllables). Ex. ajnqrwvpou ejstivn (Jn
5:27). But a monosyllabic enclitic loses its accent. Ex. patevra mou (Jn 8:19).

V. Putting It All Together
Note: The Accent Rules do not predict accents, only what accent may be used if a
syllable is accented.
The rules above do not tell us whether the accent is lovgoß or logovß. So we must
start with the lexical form.
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“The lexical form provides two crucial pices of information you must know to desribe the
accent of any other form of the same word: (1) the particular type of accent (acute or
circumflex), and (2) the starting position (antepenult, penult, ultima) of that accent.”
(Stevens, p.19)
Accent Determination Procedure:
Step 1. What is the lexical form?
Step 2. Is the word a noun or verb?
Step 3. Is the ultima long or short?
Step 4. Is there other special consideration?
Examples:

*

oikou - The lexical form is oi\koß. It is a noun, so the accent will try to stay on
the penult. The ultima is long, so the circumflex must change to an acute. Thus,

*

oi~kou.
profhtai - The lexical form is profhvthß. It is a noun, so the accent will try
to stay on the penult. The ultima is short (final ai and oi are considered short), and
the penult is long, so the accent must be circumflex. Thus, profh'tai. Cf.

*

profhvtaiß, because the ultima is no longer short (not ai, but aiß).
anqrwpoiß - The lexical form is a[nqrwpoß. It is a noun, but the ultima is

long (not oi, but oiß), so the accent cannot stay on the antepenult. The long ultima
forces the accent to the penult. Thus, ajnqrwvpoiß.

*

fwnhß - The lexical form is fwnhv. It is a noun, so the accent will try to stay on
the ultima. The ultima is long, so it can be fwnhvß or fwnh'ß. One of the
additional noun rules stipulates that if the ultima is accented in the genitive/dative,
it must be a circumflex. Thus, fwnh'ß.

*

kardiwn - The lexical form is kardiva. It is a noun, but the accent cannot stay
on the penult, because all genitive plural forms of the first declension must have
the circumflex on the ultima. Thus, kardiw'n.

*
*

eginwskon - The lexical form is ginwvskw. It is a verb, so the accent will try to
recede back to the antepenult. Thus, ejgivnwskon.
eginwskou - The same verb (ginwvskw), but this time the accent cannot
recede back to the antepenult, since the ultima is long. Thus, ejginwvskou.
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